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Are you a spiritual person?
“If you can ride under Goddess Moon;
Upon Mother Earth;
While God Sun rises in your face;
While Brother Hawk and Crow fly overhead;
While Sister Fox and Rabbit run beside you;
And not realise that you are spiritual,
Then you are dead and do not realise it yet.”
From ‘Exploring the Pagan Path’ by a number of authors.
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HOW TO JOIN QUAKER CONCERN FOR ANIMALS
Please send your cheque for £12 or £7 (usual concessions) for 2015 to Joan How,
Membership Secretary, at the address below.
Please make cheques payable to Quaker Concern for Animals. Please don’t send cash. If
you wish to pay by Standing Order, please ask for details.
It would help, in the case of your being a new member, if you would say how you first came
to hear about Quaker Concern for Animals.
Requests for emergency funding, occasioned either by man-made or natural disasters, reach
us more and more frequently. If you are able to support us with an extra donation, we can
help more animals in distress.

COMMITTEE OF QUAKER CONCERN FOR ANIMALS 2015-2016
Joan How, Membership: 144, Westmorland Avenue, Limbury, Luton, Beds. LU3 2PU
Marian Hussenbux:

Newsletter: mhussenbux@btinternet.com

Edna Mathieson:

Liaison and Outreach

Viktoria Nealis:

Clerk

Feargus O’Connor:

Interfaith

Jane Stanley:

Treasurer

Louise van der Hoeven: Web Site - luluvanhoe@yahoo.co.uk
Scientific Advisor:
Angela Walder

Though ye offer me burnt offerings and your meat offerings, I will not accept
them: neither will I regard the peace offerings of your fat beasts.
But let judgment run down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream.
~ Amos 5: 22, 247
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Quaker News
Members have been busy lately representing QCA in several spheres.
Committee member for Outreach & Liaison, Edna Mathieson, attended a meeting
on June 9 2014 sponsored by the Association of Lawyers for Animal Welfare (ALAW)
and the Centre for Animals and Social Justice (CASJ) at which Steven Wise spoke
on Non-human Animals’ Rights. This is an edited version of her report:
“Steven Wise had been practising law for nine years when he read Peter Singer’s book Animal
Liberation and became an animal welfare/rights lawyer.
He went back to the very roots of Law: what exactly is it? why is it? He studied Mesopotamian,
Ancient Roman and Greek Law, then English and American Common Law: he thoughtfully
re-considered habeas corpus. It was not enough in Court to argue moral philosophy. Judges
would not fully understand and Law is a practical pursuit.
He realised that in all he had read liberty, equality, dignity, autonomy are mentioned. He
asked himself – why do human animals have rights and non-human ones do not? There
was no national or professional discussion going on, so he himself had to devise theories,
write books and articles.
He was accepted by Harvard and later called to the Massachusetts Bar.
He found a sympathetic publisher and began to realise that Law protected people, but only
if they were accepted as “legal persons”.
Slaves, bought and sold as chattels, were not protected by Law. Animals are also bought and
sold for human animals to do with, more or less, as they will. Steven realised that animals
should be seen as legal persons, as human animals are, and thus have the protection of the Law.
He has now many students, teaches at Harvard and other universities; is a Member of the
Massachusetts Bar; has built up an organisation divided into a science section, a sociological
section and a mathematical one to analyse research findings with greater accuracy. His ideas
and practices continue to spread worldwide.
His organisation has several lawsuits in progress in different American states at this moment.
These all deal with chimpanzees. Next will be elephants, followed by dolphins. Since these
animals have no economic value as we do not eat them, judges will not have to take into
account economic effects on, say, employment rates.
If these lawsuits fail, then Steven will try to discern a pattern in the circumstances of the
cases so that they may try to avoid future failure.
What Steven Wise began 29 years ago can now be called the Animal Law Movement.
Please see: www.nonhumanrightsproject.org/steve-wise
and:
http://alaw.org.uk/student-group/interview-with-a-lawyer/an-interview-with-steven-wise/
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ALAW
The Association of Lawyers for Animal Welfare (ALAW) is a charity which aims to bring
together lawyers interested in animal protection law to share experience and to harness that
expertise for the benefit of the animal protection community, including by securing more
comprehensive and effective laws and better enforcement of existing animal protection laws.
www.alaw.org.uk
QCA Patron, Nitin Mehta, and members Thom Bonneville & Judith Wilkings,
joined the march against live exports on July 3rd. organised by Compassion in World
Farming.
“We gathered outside Lincoln’s Inn Gardens where a CIWF speaker explained that exports
of calves had been cut by 90% and the march was focusing on live exports of sheep leaving
UK ports. The march started at 11.45am and approximately 200 people, some wearing
sheep and calf masks, equipped with placards, leaflets, megaphones and loud voices joined
in the demonstration which made its way along Kingsway, across Waterloo Bridge, through
the Southbank and over Westminster Bridge to the Houses of Parliament.
Neil Parish MP met us and accepted a giant postcard on behalf of DEFRA which read:
DEFRA HAVE COURAGE STAND UP FOR SHEEP and agreed to hand deliver it
to the Agriculture Minister. Mark Pritchard MP joined him and pledged his support to
end live exports.”
~ Judith Wilkings, Member of QCA and Muswell Hill Meeting.
World Animal Day – March for Elephants and Rhinos in Liverpool
Marian Hussenbux and Eileen Daly represented QCA on October 4th. at the global march
which began at St. Luke’s, the Bombed - Out Church.
Over eighty cities across the world held marches and rallies on that day, calling for an end
to the slaughter of elephants and rhinos for ivory and horn. It is estimated that, if the killing
continues at the current rate, both species may be extinct within ten years.
In the UK many conservation groups joined together to build the event, coordinated by
Action for Elephants UK, and there were marches in London, Birmingham, Bristol, Edinburgh
and Liverpool.
Action for Elephants UK www.actionforelephantsuk.org
iworry www.iworry.org Elephant Nature Park www.elephantnaturepark.org
Gadhimai Ritual Sacrifice in Nepal.
At this event, which takes place every five years in Bara, Nepal, some 250,000 animals are
killed to appease the Goddess. QCA campaigned against this in 2009, communicating with
many individuals and bodies in Nepal. We did so again this year and, as the Indian state had
banned the movement of animals over the border to be killed at this sacrifice, we were also
in communication with the Indian authorities.
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Our patron Nitin Mehta spoke at the protest organised by Compassion in World
Farming outside the Nepali embassy on Saturday 11th October. Celebrity and passionate
campaigner for animal rights, Joanna Lumley, addressed the rally, as did Anil Bhanot of The
Hindu Council. Over 77,000 signatures urging the Nepalese Government to stop the
slaughter were handed over to the embassy representative. It was a heart warming scene
to see hundreds of animal rights activists who found the time to turn up for compassion
towards animals.
Nitin said:
“The majority of Nepalese people are Hindus, a religion which is deeply rooted in the idea
of Ahimsa - Nonviolence. Hindus are forbidden to harm even an ant and it is due to this
reason that most Hindus are vegetarian. The practice of killing animals to please Gods and
Goddesses is a complete misrepresentation of Hinduism. Killing of innocent animals results
in getting bad Karma, which impacts individuals as well as countries. For the people of Nepal
to have peace, happiness and prosperity it is vital to stop killing animals in the name of
religion.The tens of thousands of animals killed at the Gadhimai event will fill Nepal with an
atmosphere of violence, negativity and screams of poor animals. By showing mercy to animals
Nepal will reap good Karma and people from all over the world will have praise and goodwill
for the country. So standing here today in front of the Nepalese embassy in London, I urge
the government of Nepal to immediately stop the forthcoming killing of animals. There are
rare opportunities in life when an individual gets the opportunity to do something really
noble which make his or her time on this planet glorious. I urge the people of Nepal and
the Prime Minister of Nepal to seize this opportunity and make history.”
NB: The ritual slaughter, despite sterling and unremitting campaigning work on the ground
by several organisations, including Humane Society International and Animal Welfare Network
Nepal, went ahead on November 28-29 2014. However, since the Indian authorities had
banned the movement of animals over the border to Nepal and did confiscate some, numbers
were indeed reduced.
Chalice
Above a gleam of brass
by votive candles
a mass of cardinal red
roses hold sway
Across the face
of ‘Vasumathi’ (‘Mother Earth
full of hidden treasures’)
there splatters forth
incessant, the blood
of innocent
animals, scarlet
~ Vasumathi Krishnasami, Bangalore, 2014
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Nitin also attended the protest on November 11th outside the Japanese Embassy in London
against the slaughter of dolphins in Taiji. Over 2000 dolphins and small whales are brutally
slaughtered every year in Taiji, Japan, some to be consumed and others are sold for upwards
of $200,000 to marine animal parks all over the world.
In the US alone dolphinaria represent a $48.4 billion industry.
QCA received an invitation to attend the FOUR PAWS PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXHIBITION ‘STRAY DOGS IN FOCUS’ at the Menier Gallery, London on October
29th. 2014.
Edna Mathieson and Thom Bonneville attended for QCA and this is part of their report:
“The exhibition was well-attended, with well-presented information on the stray dog situation
in this country and abroad.
The featured photographs of stray and rescue dogs, some lucky ones in the homes of their
celebrity owners, others in pounds or on the streets, are the work of Jo Sax (http://josax.
com/), who accompanied dog wardens in the UK and Romania. They are by turns heartbreaking, harrowing and joyful images, and each strikingly conveys the individuality of its
subject, the depth of their suffering but also their undeniable resilience and dignity. Readers
can view some of these powerful images in the Independent’s online coverage:
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/haunting-images-lay-bare-britainsinvisible-stray-dog-problem-9821513.html
These dogs have extraordinary stories, and extraordinary, too, are the people who look
after them as best they can. Dogs in Bucharest and other population centres were kept
mostly in backyards, but when the incoming regime demolished houses en masse and
moved citizens into apartment blocks, many dogs were inevitably abandoned, becoming
the first massive generation of strays. Their descendants are paying the price today, as
government policy is brutally straightforward, though ultimately ineffective: round them
up and put them down is the procedure. Many became de-sensitised to animal suffering,
even indulging in cruelty themselves, whilst others tried to help, such as the group of
factory workers who harboured the dogs they fed during the day in a disused shed at
night, to prevent their being killed.
Four Paws - The organisation
“Our campaigns aim to achieve lasting political and social improvement in the living conditions
of farm animals, wild animals and companion animals, at a national and international level”.
For more information, please see: http://www.four-paws.org.uk/projects/
QCA patron Dr André Menache took part in a press conference on 26th. November
2014 in the European Parliament in Strasbourg, which announced the collection of over one
million signatures supporting the European Citizen’s Initiative “Stop vivisection”.
This qualifies the Initiative to be given an audience before the European Parliament early
this year.
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For more information about the European Parliament’s Citizen’s Initiatives please visit: www.
ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/public/welcome
Stop Vivisection web site: www.stopvivisection.eu
And:
André Menache writes:
“On 12th. December 2014, I presented evidence in a Dutch court of justice as an expert
witness in defence of five animal rights persons who released six beagles destined for
animal experiments. Based on the information that the animal rights people had, these
dogs were destined for toxicity tests categorised as “severe”. These are experiments
where some animals are expected to die before the end of the study.
The six dogs were rescued from a private property on the night between 9 and 10 April
2013 and immediately transferred to loving homes. The five people involved turned
themselves in to the police the following morning and confessed their actions but did not
reveal the location of the rescued dogs. They were found guilty of theft and sentenced on
22 December. It is likely that they will receive a community service order and be required
to repay the value of the stolen beagles at around one thousand euros per dog.
What was interesting at the trial was the fact that the judge was willing to hear a scientist
speaking against animal experiments. My role was to describe to the court the nature and
suffering of these experiments and the fact that there are alternative ways of conducting
this sort of research. Equally interesting was the fact that the public prosecutor, having
heard statements about the feelings of dogs from the defence lawyer and some of the dog
rescuers, at one point corrected herself. Instead of referring to dogs as “beasts” - which
is their legal definition - she corrected herself and used the term “animal”.
Perhaps it is about time for the law to raise the status of animals from beasts or mere
property, to that of sentient beings worthy of respect and the five RSPCA freedoms.”
http://www.stopdierproeven.org/adc/rechtszaak-uitspraak
Brock
Once I searched for Brock.
A friend led me to the sett,
We waited down wind.
Before nightfall his muzzle poked out,
He sniffed the air and set off down a track,
Unaware of his happy visitors.

A cub is asleep on the verge,
He looks lonely,
The east wind ruffles his fur,
His eyes are blank.
Now he is safe from the gas chamber,
the bullet and the savagery of dogs.
I pass another in the gutter,
May be a sibling,
Must be a sett nearby.
Cubs out late
are not wise enough
to avoid a seventy mile an hour killer.

~ Anne Harding, member of Telford
Quaker Meeting.
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God Showed Up
They say God is
bearded and bellowing,
maternal and merciful,
mystical, unknowable,
unnameable, infinite,
genie and magician,
Ah.
God showed up today
in the space between remembrance
when sense went missing
and my dogs smiled,
lively eyes flashing
sacred knowledge of eons.
God showed up today,
shunning incense and ritual,
pious words and sacrament,
speaking in tongues lapping water,
reflected in hands dirty
with soil brushed from
sun-warmed fur.
Tragedy goes unanswered
and unchallenged;
sorrow and grief won’t be denied.
But God shows up
when they’re not looking,
as panting canine breath
hot with laughter
that thaws our icy
howling hearts.
Copyright © 9-14-08 Juli Maltagliati, Florida
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FEATURES
Elephants
We are covering two issues affecting elephants in this newsletter – poaching in Africa, and
elephants confined in circuses in India. We begin with the young ones in Kenya:
Orphan Elephants - The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust
Hand-rearing orphans of long-lived species such as elephants and rhinos is a lengthy
commitment that spans at least ten years, since at any age a baby elephant duplicates its human
counterpart in terms of development progression. Hence an elephant is a milk-dependent
infant for the first three years of life, and partially milk-dependent up until the age of five; a
teenager in its teens and a young adult by the age of twenty, hopefully with a lifetime spanning
up to seventy years, depending on poaching for ivory as well as environmental factors.
It has been scientifically proven that elephants are human in many respects, particularly
emotionally, and endowed with a similar very strong sense of family, and a sense of death.
However, unlike humans, they are born with a genetic memory important for survival and
have a memory far superior to our own. The elephant orphans that we hand-rear and
ultimately return to enjoy a wild life will always remember and love the human family - the
keepers - who replaced their lost elephant one in early infancy. They will remember those
specific individuals, and recognize them for life, and many of our orphans return to share
wild-born young with the keepers based at the Trusts two Rehabilitation Centres, steering
another batch of ex-nursery youngsters into adulthood and ultimately a wild existence.
Our Anti-Poaching teams, who constantly patrol the boundaries of the vast Tsavo
Conservation Area have been responsible for sparing literally thousands of animals a cruel
and lingering agonizing death, either trapped in wire nooses, or rescued in time from life
threatening bullet, arrow or spear wounds thanks to our Mobile Veterinary Units. Given
that poaching has increased dramatically throughout the region in the last couple of years,
these Units have proved invaluable.
The revenue generated from tourism in Kenya has been adversely affected due to the
economic restraints throughout most of the World, and consequently the Parks’ field
operational budgets have been cut as a result, so our teams now play an even more vital
role in safeguarding Tsavo’s irreplaceable wildlife heritage. The ongoing practical assistance
the Trust has been able to give the Kenya Wildlife Service has been invaluable. Among many
significant contributions, one has been the installation and maintenance of Boreholes making
water available in an arid and thirsty land, and relieving pressure on Tsavo East National Park’s
only two permanent rivers. Another has been the installation and ongoing maintenance of
electric fencing along sensitive Park boundaries both in Northern Tsavo East and also the
Nairobi National Park.The Trust takes pride in being sufficiently flexible to meet unforeseen
contingencies as when they occur, ever aware that we owe this to the support of our many
donors worldwide who have empowered us to be so proactive.
The Trust’s Community input is equally as important, if not more so, for the future of Kenya’s
wild heritage lies in encouraging a more enlightened and caring younger generation. We instil
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in young Kenyans the need for compassion, and an appreciation of their rich wildlife heritage
encouraging an innate reverence for life and the marvels of the Natural World. Animal
ethics and concern for the welfare of others that share our planet are the cornerstones on
which to build a caring and honourable nation who will be good custodians of their national
heritage and more caring of one another, without viewing animals as a mere commodity that
can be exploited inhumanely and cruelly for the benefit of humankind.
~ QCA is grateful to Dr. Dame Daphne Sheldrick D.B.E. for permission to use this
slightly edited extract.
Daphne, David Sheldrick’s wife, was the first person in the world to successfully hand rear
new-born fully milk-dependent African elephant orphans.
The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust
2ND Floor, 3 Bridge Street, Leatherhead, Surrey, KT22 8BL, UK
The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust is a registered charity in the UK (No: 1103836) and Kenya
dedicated to the protection and conservation of wildlife and habitats.
http://www.sheldrickwildlifetrust.org www.youtube.com/dswtkenya
www.iworry.org
ELEPHANTS IN INDIAN CIRCUSES
After eradicating the brutal, centuries-old practice of dancing bears in India, and ensuring that
Raju the elephant, rescued in July 2014, is now safely living in sanctuary, Wildlife SOS is now
ready to take the first steps toward rescuing all of the remaining 67 circus elephants
in India, in partnership with the Government.
In the first phase of this campaign, Wildlife SOS plans to facilitate the rescue of 17 elephants.
The estimated cost of the first phase is $2.2 million, which would allow Wildlife SOS to help
rescue these elephants from circuses and move them to elephant rehabilitation centers. This
amount will cover investigations, legal costs, the rescue process, transport after rescue, and
getting the elephants settled in their new homes. It will not cover ongoing care.Wildlife SOS is
launching a fundraising campaign to raise funds for the first phase of the circus elephant project.
Life of elephants in India’s circuses:
• Despite the ban on elephant performances in circuses, elephants continue to suffer in
Indian circuses, where they are forced to perform illegally, and continue to be beaten
or they are kept chained up with no relief and endure poor care and a deprived diet
as they are no longer money makers for their owners.
• Elephants are often kept shackled by all four legs, even when they aren’t performing,
and the animals endure a lifetime of slavery and misery.
• Elephants are confined to cramped and unhygienic spaces in which they defecate,
urinate, eat, drink, and sleep — all in the same place.
• Their access to fresh drinking water, food and veterinary care is severely restricted.
• Undercover videos have shown that elephants are beaten with sharp hooks and
shocked with electric prods during training and performances.
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Initiatives taken by the Indian Government to help elephants:
• Project Elephant, a multi-faceted project designed to help elephants both wild and
captive, was launched in 1992 by the Government of India. Very few countries have
taken this initiative. This is a major step for protecting Asian elephants in India and a
good model for other countries to follow.
• Project Elephant, under the able leadership of the Honourable Minister of Environment
& Forests - Mr Prakash Javadekar, has facilitated the creation of the first elephant
rehabilitation center in Haryana in collaboration with Wildlife SOS and Haryana
Forest Department. This facility currently houses three rescued elephants with a
capacity to house up to 50 elephants.
• The Government of India had in 1998 banned the use of wild animals like tigers,
bears, leopards, lions and monkeys in circuses. Elephants have recently joined this list.
• Animal Welfare Board of India (AWBI) has issued show cause notices to circuses
found lacking in animal welfare. Severe lack of welfare for elephants has been
documented.
Wildlife SOS efforts to protect elephants in India:
• In July 2014,Wildlife SOS received worldwide recognition for rescuing Raju, a working
elephant who had been severely mistreated and kept in spiked chains for 50 years.
• To date, Wildlife SOS has rescued and rehabilitated 12 elephants from all over India.
Several of the rescued elephants were used in circuses.
• Wildlife SOS established India’s first modern elephant care center which does not
use ankush –bullhooks-, spiked chains or any cruel management practices to control
elephants.
• The objective of the Wildlife SOS Elephant Conservation and Welfare Project is
to protect elephants by creating awareness about the plight of elephants in India.This
project advocates use of modern and cruelty free methods of elephant management
and training.
• Wildlife SOS is dedicated to help rescue the 67 remaining elephants in Indian circuses.
Suvidha Bhatnagar, Wildlife SOS www.wildlifesos.org
About Wildlife SOS: A Non-Profit Organization,Wildlife SOS is one of the largest rescue
& conservation charities in South Asia.They operate ten wildlife rehabilitation facilities across
India, including the world’s largest Sloth Bear Rescue Center and the recently established
chain-free Elephant Conservation and Care Center, which is the first in India and currently
houses seven rescued elephants. Wildlife SOS runs a tribal rehabilitation project that aims
to create an alternative livelihood for poachers and other indigenous communities that
used to depend on wildlife for a livelihood. Additionally, they run a leopard rescue center, a
Wildlife Hotline in New Delhi and ‘Forest Watch’ which is an anti-poaching wildlife crime
enforcement unit.
Verna Simpson, Director, Humane Society International.
www.hsi.org
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ORCAS
A CALF CALLED SPIRIT – BORN FREE
In September 2014, Born Free heard some lovely news about Springer, the famous 14-year
old orca (killer whale) in Canada. Springer was only a calf aged two when she was found sick
and alone near Seattle in 2002, having been separated from her mother. The entertainment
industry wanted to ‘keep her safe’ in captivity, but Born Free helped rescue her and she was
reunited with her wild family pod.
It was wonderful when Springer gave birth to her first calf a year ago, and further evidence
that orca – like all dolphins and whales – belong in the wild, not exploited in dolphinaria.These
sensitive, highly intelligent animals suffer terribly in captivity and rarely breed successfully.
Springer is proving to be an excellent mother, though it is not yet known whether her calf
is a boy or a girl. But they do now have a name. The calf has been called Spirit, after Spirit
Island on the British Columbia central coast, close to where the calf was first spotted.
Springer and Spirit are monitored and kept safe by Dr Paul Spong and his colleagues at
Orcalab. Born Free has supported this important work since 1994, with the help of a
fantastic team of adopters. Dr Spong has dedicated his life to protecting wild dolphins and
whales, fighting their captive exploitation, and opposing the international whaling industry.
Much more news at: www.bornfree.org.uk
And:
www.orcalab.org
WORKING FOR THE AMERICAN WOLVES
We have received many disturbing reports of how wolves of several species are being
persecuted in several American states, despite their vulnerable status.
Defenders of Wildlife, which dates back to 1947, is a US charity which, among other
animals, champions the wolf.
They write:
There were once up to 2 million gray wolves living in North America, but the animals
were driven to near-extinction in the lower 48 states by the early 1900s. After passage of
the federal Endangered Species Act in 1973, the cornerstone of America’s wildlife laws, and
protection of the wolf as endangered, federal recovery programs resulted in the rebound
of wolf populations in limited parts of the country. Roughly 5,500 wolves currently live in
the continental United States - a fraction of the species’ historic numbers.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is currently proposing to remove Endangered Species Act
protection for most gray wolves across the United States, a proposal that the groups strongly
oppose; a final decision could come soon.
Idaho cannot live with wolves:
Since 2009, Idaho has killed 1,470 wolves and reduced the number of breeding pairs by 59
percent.They have gunned down wolves from helicopters, hired professional gunmen to kill
entire packs in wilderness areas, and drastically weakened hunting and trapping regulations
to kill as many wolves as possible.
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They have recently established a wolf-killing fund funded by two million taxpayer dollars, to
kill hundreds of Idaho’s wolves and have proposed a new management plan which calls for
killing up to 60 percent of the wolves in the Frank Church–River of No Return Wilderness.
The purpose of these new killing programs is to drive Idaho’s wolf population down to as low as
150 wolves, thrusting the population perilously close to relisting under the Endangered Species Act.
Working with Ranchers and Communities
Even though more sustainable options exist for managing conflicts between wolves and
livestock, in many places the prevailing strategy is still to kill wolves that get into trouble.
But a recent analysis of 25 years of data by scientist from Washington State University in
December found that lethal control doesn’t actually reduce wolf-livestock conflict. This
research further supports our longstanding argument that non-lethal tools — instead of
lethal control — is a better way to manage wolves and livestock together to ensure peaceful
coexistence.
Defenders is therefore compensating ranchers for wolf-related losses, educating the public to
dispel myths and half-truths about wolves, and engaging members of the ranching community
as partners to prevent wolf-livestock conflicts.
Ensuring the Future of Wolves
Defenders of Wildlife has long championed the wolf’s recovery, and continues to be the
most persistent, consistent and successful advocate of wolf recovery and protection in
America since the mid-1980s.
Successful work includes:
• We played a big role in the reintroduction of the red wolf in North Carolina.
• As the leader in the Yellowstone and Idaho wolf restoration efforts, we developed a
compensation program that pays ranchers who lose livestock to wolves.This program
made possible the reintroduction of the Mexican wolf in the Southwest U.S. in 1998.
• We launched wolf conservation efforts in western Canada in 2003. Our research
and advocacy efforts continue to quantify the benefits that wolves bring to the
environment and to society, and our education programs galvanize the support of
our members and the public.
As we look to the future, Defenders is poised to undertake a new phase of wolf restoration
and protection work, designed to ensure the wolf’s long term survival through and beyond
the 21st century.
Some good news:
Federal protections for gray wolves in Wyoming were reinstated in December 2014 after
a judge invalidated the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s 2012 statewide Endangered Species Act
delisting of the species. The ruling from the U.S. District Court halts the management of
wolves by Wyoming, a state with a history of hostile and extreme anti-wolf policies.
The 2012 delisting of wolves in Wyoming had turned wolf management over to the state,
which opened up over 80 percent of its land to unlimited wolf killing and provided weak
protections for wolves in the remainder. Since the delisting, 219 wolves have been killed
14

under Wyoming’s management. Prior to the 2012 reversal of its position, the Fish and Wildlife
Service denied Wyoming the authority to manage wolves in the state due to its extremely
hostile anti-wolf laws and policies.
Defenders of Wildlife continues the fight to promote common sense wolf management, working
with federal and state officials and private land-owners to ensure that science -- not politics -- guides
decision-making about the future of these wild American icons.
~ QCA is grateful for the considerable help of Katrina Marland at Defenders of Wildlife
in the compiling of this piece.
For much more information, please see: www.defenders.org and www.savewolves.org
It is clear that the wolf is an animal much-demonised, and we join with individuals and
organisations trying to redress the balance.
One such person is Dr. Marc Bekoff, biologist, ethologist and acclaimed writer.
Here is an extract from an article on his book Wild Justice and Moral Intelligence in
Animals:
‘Do animals have a sense of morality? Do they know right from wrong? In our book Wild
Justice: The Moral Lives of Animals philosopher Jessica Pierce and I argue that the answer to
both of these questions is a resounding “yes.”
Historically, others agree. Charles Darwin believed that animals, like humans, could be moral
beings. He suggested that human morality is continuous with similar social behavior in other
animals. Darwin paid special attention to the capacity for sympathy, which he believed was
evidenced in a large numbers of animals. Darwin wrote, “Any animal whatever, endowed with
well-marked social instincts ... would inevitably acquire a moral sense of conscience, as soon as
its intellectual powers had become as well-developed, or nearly as well-developed, as in man.”
More recently, Jane Goodall noted in her book The Chimpanzees of Gombe, “ . . . it is easy to get
the impression that chimpanzees are more aggressive than they really are. In actuality, peaceful
interactions are far more frequent than aggressive ones; mild threatening gestures are more
common than vigorous ones; threats per se occur much more often than fights; and serious,
wounding fights are very rare compared to brief, relatively mild ones.” Robert W. Sussman,
an anthropologist at Washington University in St. Louis, and his colleagues Paul A. Garber and
Jim Cheverud reported in 2005 in The American Journal of Physical Anthropology that for many
nonhuman primates, more than 90 percent of their social interactions are affiliative rather
than competitive or divisive. Moreover, social animals live in groups structured by rules of
engagement--there are “right” and “wrong” ways of behaving, depending on the situation. In a
recent summary of available data on warfare in animals John Horgan noted that the evidence
for hard-wired warfare is flimsy and those who claim that these great apes and other animals
are inherently demonic aren’t paying attention to what we really know about them…
The social lives of many animals are strongly shaped by affiliative and cooperative behaviour,
as Jane Goodall wrote above for chimpanzees. Consider wolves. For a long time researchers
thought that pack size was regulated by available food resources. Wolves typically feed on
prey such as elk and moose, both of which are bigger than an individual wolf. Successfully
hunting such large ungulates usually takes more than one wolf, so it makes sense to postulate
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that wolf packs evolved because of the size of wolves’ prey. However, long-term research
by David Mech showed that pack size in wolves is regulated by social and not food-related
factors. Mech discovered that the number of wolves who can live together in a coordinated
pack is governed by the number of wolves with whom individuals can closely bond (the “social
attraction factor”) balanced against the number of individuals from whom an individual could
tolerate competition (the “social competition factor”). Packs and their codes of conduct
break down when there are too many wolves…
Animals are incredibly adept social actors: they form intricate networks of relationships and
live by rules of conduct that maintain social balance, or what we call social homeostasis.
Humans should be proud of their citizenship in the animal kingdom. We’re not the sole
occupants of the moral arena. And there is little evidence that we should look to animals
to understand our violent tendencies.’
~ First printed in The Huffington Post and reproduced here by kind permission of Marc Bekoff.
For the complete article, please see: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/marc-bekoff/wild-justiceand-moral-in_b_635652.html
~ Dr. Marc Bekoff marcbekoff.com/ @MarcBekoff
More information:
Marc Bekoff writes regularly for Psychology Today and his latest books are Jasper’s story: Saving
moon bears (with Jill Robinson; see also ), Ignoring nature no more:The case for compassionate
conservation (see also ),Why dogs hump and bees get depressed (see also ) , and Rewilding our
hearts: Building pathways of compassion and coexistence.The Jane effect: Celebrating Jane Goodall
(edited with Dale Peterson) will be published in 2015.
EDUCATION – PROJECT OSPREY
THE OSPREY - Pandion haliaetus – in Basque, Arrano Arrantzalea.
The Leicestershire and Rutland Wildlife Trust runs an important osprey project at
www.ospreys.org.uk
They write:
“Now in our eighteenth year, Rutland Water is home to the first Ospreys to breed in England
for 150 years, after a translocation programme. We observe them from their arrival from
Africa in Spring, through to their Autumn migration.
There are few birds with such a broad geographic range as the Osprey.They occur on every
continent except Antarctica at some point during the year and their amazing migratory
journeys mean they cross many cultural, political and religious divides. The European
population is estimated at around 8.000-10.000 pairs.
Link with The Basque Country in Spain:
Iker Sobrevilla Gómez writes:
“Montorre in Gautegiz Arteaga and Urretxindorra in Muxika are two rural schools situated
in the Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve, in the heart of Biscay in The Basque Country.
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Montorre School has 50 students and Urretxindorra School 100, aged two to twelve years
old. Both schools are located in a rural, well-off area, close to Gernika.
We are a Basque-speaking community and we deliver our curriculum in Basque and Spanish,
English being our third language.
Osprey Project Linking communities:
Montorre and Urretxindorra schools started working with birds seven years ago.
Gautegiz Arteaga has a research centre called Urdaibai Bird Center (UBC) which expects to
become a reference centre in the Basque Country and, by extension, in the North of Spain.
We first decorated our schools, and both parents and teachers received a training course
on birdwatching and environmental education from an ornithologist.
We prepared the outside of the schools, putting up feeders and a nest with a web cam.
Every day we recorded the birds that came to the feeders and we could watch our great
tits breeding, either on the smartboard or the computers.
We began to study a species each term and to prepare a dossier.
An expert from UBC came and gave us some information about the bird we wanted to
study. Then we wrote the dossiers, which we used to give oral presentations, to work on
writing texts and so on.
We run a web site: www.hegaztiakekolan.com (in Basque), on which we post our work
and bird projects.
We research environmental education, ICT, geography and arts & design and make links
between other schools working on the same topic.
We take part in the Rutland web site: http://www.ospreys.org.uk/
In 2012, The Urdaibai Bird Center suggested a project on the osprey to us. The first year we
tracked the osprey tagged number 30, which rested in Urdaibai during migration to Africa,
and we had the opportunity of seeing it.
We recorded a song about the migration of this amazing bird. Unai Egia, the music teacher
in Urretxindorra, composed the song and the students sang it and a clip was sent to all our
partners in the project.All students in both schools enjoyed the activity and learnt something
about ospreys’ migration patterns and their phenology – (the study of periodic plant and
animal life cycle events and how these are influenced by seasonal and interannual variations
in climate, as well as habitat factors).
All this was presented in the first World Osprey
Week (WOW) via a Skype call.
This year we intend to record a film describing
the reintroduction project in Urdaibai.The main
goal will consist in learning about scenic arts,
oral skills in three languages and group work.
We have also taken part in the WOW 2015
logo competition.*
Gautegiz Arteaga
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Re-introduction of the ospreys:
The Osprey is an excellent tool for promoting conservation, environmental education and
ecotourism. In 2012,The Basque Government and The Aranzadi Society of Sciences started
the re-introduction project (RP).
This project will release twelve young ospreys every year for the next five years, made possible
thanks to the collaboration of the Scottish Government and Highland Foundation for Wildlife,
led by Roy Dennis, as well as the advice of Pertti Saurola of the Natural History Museum of
Finland. These birds, once they are brought to Urdaibai, stay in a hacking tower for several
weeks until they are released. These ospreys will thus consider Urdaibai their birthplace.
Each year, five of those young will have a GPS attached which allows us to follow them,
almost in real time, during their amazing migration.
During the spring of 2015, some of the previous chicks should arrive and start breeding at
Urdaibai.
During the autumn migration, our students follow the ospreys - each student has one
allocated - and prepare a speech, giving some facts about the osprey, such as, where is it,
what’s its name, where is it from… and participate in a Skype call with students in Spain, Italy,
Gambia, the United States and England. Our work has featured several times in the media.
From the students – in their own words – and our compliments to them on
their English:
What do you learn in the osprey project? do you like it?
Anabel (10 years old):we learn how they do migrate and I like the project a lot because we
do Skype calls with people from England, America, Italy, Spain and Gambia. We also learn
about Geography, history and other subjects.
Jon (6 years old):I like the ospreys because they flight high and they eat fish.
Aitor (9 years old):We learn the migrations and the osprey’s facts.We like it because in very
interesting, funny and ospreys are amazing.”

World Osprey Week 2015 logo competition entry

Having a tag attached
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~ We are grateful to Iker Sobrevilla Gómez of Montorre school for his willingness to
write a special report for QCA on this wonderful project – here very slightly edited.
* Note: WOW is World Osprey Week, first organised by the Rutland Trust in 2014.
“This was an exciting opportunity for schools all around the world to follow the amazing
migratory journeys of satellite-tagged Ospreys as they flew north to nests in Europe and
North America.
Over 100 schools from nine different countries followed nine satellite-tagged Ospreys on
their spring migration to nests in the UK, Finland, Corsica and North America. “
WOW 2015 will take place from March 23rd. -29th.
For much more information, please see:
http://www.ospreys.org.uk
http://www.lrwt.org.uk
~ Thanks to Tim Mackrill, Senior Reserves Officer (Projects) at the Trust for
permission to reproduce this material.
CAMPAIGNING: SPAIN – THE BULLFIGHT
As Mallorca is a popular destination for British holidaymakers, the following report is
particularly significant.
In November 2014, Sant Joan became the sixteenth town in Mallorca to declare itself anticorrida. Campaigners for Mallorca Sense Sang (Mallorca without Blood) have, since April
2014, been successful in persuading town councils to ban bullfighting in their towns.
At the time of writing, more than 70,000 signatures are now on their petition and many
businesses have declared their support.
Slowly but surely, Mallorca Sense Sang, formed by AnimaNaturalis with their campaigning
partner CAS International, is turning Mallorca into an island which is completely free of
the torture of bullfighting and an example for the rest of Spain.
Thanks to Guillermo Amengual at Animanaturalis for this news. www.AnimaNaturalis.
org CAS International: www.cas-international.org/EN/
LION ARK - WILD ANIMAL CIRCUSES IN HISPANIC AMERICA
After two years of work by the excellent campaigning group Animanaturalis, Mexico
becomes the latest Hispanic country to ban the exploitation of wild animals in circuses,
over the whole country. There are 592 circuses exploiting animals in Mexico.
On December 11 2014, I went to see Animal Defender International’s Lion Ark – the
documentary describing the confiscation and rescue of 25 lions from Bolivian circuses - in
a Wirral cinema.
The producer/director, Tim Phillips,Vice-President of ADI, introduced the film.
He, with Jan Creamer, President, personally organised the negotiations, rescue and
transfer of the lions from the Bolivian circuses to the Wild Animal Sanctuary near
Denver, Colorado.
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This is a stunning film. To see lions so close up on a large screen is amazing. The first few
minutes, showing clips of ill treatment inflicted on animals in circuses worldwide – including
that perpetrated on Anne the elephant in Bobby Roberts’ circus here – are obviously
disturbing, but when the rescue begins, one is absolutely gripped, even knowing there will
be a happy ending to this story.
It was wonderful to see everyone so hands on – feeding and watering the hungry lions,
mending decrepit cages with bits of wire to keep them secure – one cage at least contained
fifteen adult lions, crazed with stress and hurling themselves at the bars. Some were quieter,
and there was a more relaxed mum with three cubs.
One small detail, which seemed to be transformative – during the process of removal, to try
to improve the environment a bit, the rescuers put straw into the bare cages and it calmed
the lions down greatly, as they rolled in it like moggies on catmint.
Also interesting was the reaction of the circus owners, who were not surprisingly disturbed
and some very angry at the confiscation of the lions. A particularly aggressive owner, having
first threatened to kill the animals and the rescuers, ended up helping to load them. There
were moving moments too. Jan had to reassure a weeping woman that they would take
good care of the animals.
One of the Bolivian ADI rescuers made the point that his country suffered from a poor
reputation, including for corruption, but they wanted to do something good.
¡Viva Bolivia!
If you can get to see the film, it is highly recommended - exciting, touching and ultimately
heartening.
You can access more information and see clips on www.lionarkthemovie.com
The Wild Animal Sanctuary – www.wildanimalsanctuary.org– was set up by Pat Craig
in 1980. It rescues a wide variety of abused, abandoned, confiscated and other animals
‘surplus to requirements’, many large carnivores. They host some 350+ residents on their
720 acres.
As well as the 25 Bolivians lions, they are expecting this year to welcome the 21 Peruvian
lions and 10 monkeys and 9 lions rescued by ADI from Colombia.
QCA note:The Hispanic countries are putting us to shame on this issue. As well as Bolivia, there are
also bans on wild animals in circuses in Colombia, Paraguay, Peru and El Salvador.The momentum
is growing.
Nearer to home, the day after the announcement from Mexico, the Netherlands also announced
a ban.
Please continue to press your MPs on the deplorable delay in this country – with an election
coming up, they need a reminder.
My MP says that a ban could be open to challenge by the EU. If that is true, the Netherlands,
Greece and Austria appear not to be concerned at the prospect.
www.ad-international.org
~ Marian Hussenbux.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Birds in a Cage
There are many remarkable experiences of those, who, whilst physically imprisoned, remain
“free” in their minds to endure and survive. One such example is the Chinese pianist Liugh
Chi Kung who although imprisoned for 7 years and deprived of piano and music continued
to practise daily in order to retain the ability to play, rehearsing every piece performed
note by note mentally.
In his book Birds In A Cage, Derek Niemann writes about four men who came together as
POWs during World War Two to form a small bird watching group during the 5 years of their
imprisonment, in Warburg, Germany. They determined to track and record the migratory
birds flying over them. It was this contact with nature that, in the words of one “occupied
hundreds and hundreds of hours during which, in spirit, I was not confined.” Although their
observations were hampered by prison limitations, their determination was not daunted.
The four, Peter Conder, Edward Buxton, John Barrett and George Waterston, were already
keen bird watchers from an early age and were used to keeping meticulous notes. Buxton
“realised from the beginning of captivity that the prisoners’ immediate enemy was boredom,
a listless nothingness that allowed doubt and fear to prey on their minds.”
The study of our small feathered friends, who in spite of the war, were continuing with their
lives, was to bring purpose and structure into their own.
In essence, by having contact and focus on the birds they observed, they retained their sanity.
At the end of the war, Conder, Buxton, Barrett and Waterston were to continue with their
work for nature.
However one perceives war, whatever our personal thoughts, we are all affected by it.
Whether directly or indirectly, it can be suggested that we are all victims of war, humanity
and nature alike. War does not differentiate between human or other forms of nature.
In many strange circumstances, victims of war unite, man with nature, to forge a small
interconnected web of life and survival.
~ Joan How.
Derek Niemann is the editor of the RSPB’s children’s magazines and has written several
books on nature and conservation for young readers. He lives in Bedfordshire with his family.
Derek Niemann www.whispersfromthewild.co.uk
Sarah Niemann www.whispersfromthewild.co.uk/Gallery
The Mouse Stranglers
Mike Huskisson writes:
John Bryant is a legend in the Animal Rights cause and I am delighted to circulate the
following:John Bryant’s new self-published book, The Mouse Stranglers, is an indictment of pest
control in Britain, whether it is conducted by professional pest controllers, gamekeepers,
hunters, farmers or even millions of untrained ordinary members of the public using a variety
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of weapons to kill rodents with poison and traps sold in high streets, garden centres, DIY
stores and ‘pound shops’.
Since 1998, and after three decades involvement in animal welfare, John Bryant became
a self-employed ‘pest controller’ himself, specialising in assisting urban folk solve ‘pest’
problems with foxes, squirrels, pigeons, rats, and mice, etc, with humane, non-lethal methods.
His argument with the conventional pest control industry is that it is responsible for the
unnecessary suffering and unmonitored deaths of scores of millions of target and non-target
wild animals and birds annually. His book deals with foxes (urban and rural), badgers, rats,
mice, moles, hares, deer, rabbits, ruddy ducks, pigeons (wood and feral), gulls and corvids. He
pours scorn on government ministers who support bloodsports, who ignore the brutality
of snares and who even provide licences to shooters and anglers to enable them to kill
‘competitive’ wild birds and animals.
His final chapter calls for a revolution in management of the wild creatures that sometimes
cause us problems. He wants the term ‘pest control’ to be scrapped and for the profession
to be regulated by government with a prejudice for intelligent, non-lethal methods and
populated by certified professional wildlife officers in a respected career structure of
environmental and wildlife management.
Price: Cheque for £11.75 (£9.95 plus p&p) made out to John Bryant and addressed to
Humane Urban Wildlife Deterrence, 6 Royal Avenue, Tonbridge. Kent. TN9 2DA.
~ Thanks to Mike Huskisson, founder director of ACIG/AWIS.
Please see Animal Cruelty Investigation Group/Animal Welfare Information Service
for the excellent work of this well established group – also accessible is a huge and useful
archive of reports dating back to the seventies.
www.acigawis.org.uk
PO Box 8, Halesworth Suffolk IP19 0JL

He little knows what amiable creatures he persecutes, of what gratitude they are capable,
how cheerful they are in their spirits, what enjoyment they have of life.
~ William Cowper 1731 – 1800 – on hare hunting
Humane insect control.
PETA US lists a variety of ways to live in harmony with bees and wasps on their website:
http://www.PETA.org/issues/wildlife/dealing-household-guests/wasps-bees/. And: http://www.
peta.org/issues/wildlife/
The Waspinator, a portable device that deters wasps from areas of concern without using
toxic chemicals or killing these beneficial insects is also recommended. For more information,
please contact:
http://www.waspinator.co.uk
Tel. 0113 815 4994
info@waspinator.co.uk
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UPCOMING EVENTS
QUAKER CONCERN FOR ANIMALS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
On May 9 2015 at Friends’ House, 173, Euston Road, London.
Speaker: Dominic Dyer, CEO of The Badger Trust and Policy Advisor of
Care for the Wild
Will speak on:
His work in wildlife protection in Britain and overseas and into 2015 with the
Born Free Foundation
12th. Interfaith Celebration of Animals
At Golders Green Unitarians, Hoop Lane, Golders Green, London.
On Saturday October 3rd. 2015 at 3 pm.
To celebrate St. Francis Day, Mahatma Gandhi’s birthday and to mark World Animal
Day.
Supported by Quaker Concern for Animals.
We shall welcome speakers from the Buddhist, Christian, Hindu, Jain, Jewish, Muslim
and Sikh faiths.
For more details, please contact the Revd. Feargus O’Connor at: ggunirev@aol.com
PURPLE POPPIES FOR REMEMBRANCE OF ANIMALS IN WAR
Services for Remembrance will be held countrywide
on Sunday November 8 2015.
Our involvement with Animal Aid’s Purple Poppy campaign continues – please
contact them at info@animalaid.co.uk for more details if you would like to buy
single poppies, boxes to sell at your local shops, or lay wreaths at your town’s
Remembrance service.
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